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THE  CH
EUR
ANGING
OPEAN  COMMUNITY
THE  "NAIROBI'' EFFECT
There there! Letrs get things in perspective! The Decade for Women may
be coming to an end, but it's not the end of the world. Admittedly the
Decade has galvanized people into widespread action, it has made
ministerial departments  and the authorities unusually sensitive to the
issues at stake and it has caused a flurry of attention in political
circles. The fear is that, as the Decade closes, all this effort - some of
it generous and spontaneous,  some the result of arm-twisting - might
peter out, as if we were all running out of breath.
But let us look at things in perspective.  When the United Nations,  a
cumbersome political organization,  decreed that there should be a Decade
for Women, it was not a bolt from the blue or a miraculous change of
heart. Quite the contrary: it was because women throughout the world
had for many long years resolutely committed themselves to political and
social ideals, and they could no longer be ignored.
The Decade for Women has been one phase in the general evolution.
Looking back on it, we will realise that it has been a good long phase' a
show of strength, a phase lived to the full. But because one phase is
over it does not mean that evolution has stopped. The earth is still
turning. Women are pressing home the advantages they have achieved  in
the democratic life of our society with patience' imagination and guts.
They are determined  not to be eternally banished from the world of men,
not to be the "third world[ of society.
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WOMEN AND  TELEVISION
About 150 TV and advertising personnel, trade unionists,
MPs and representatives of women's organizations  attended
the seminar on "Women and televisiontt organized by the
Institute  of Social Sciences of the Independent University
of Brussels with the backing of the European Commission.
In  television,  967" of technicaL jobs are done by men. Only f. in  110 women,
as against 1 in  2J men, is  at  management level.  A study of 24 television
companies in  p Community countries revealed only  134 women in  decision-
making positions.
This pessinistic  note was struck by all  three papers given at  the seminar:
Margaret Gallagherts report  on t'emplo;rment and positive  action  for  women
in  television  companies in  European Community Member States";  Gabriel
Thoveronts study of  "the place and role of  women in  certain progr€rmmes pro-
duced by  European television'r;  and Eliane Vogel-Polskirs paper:  "What positive  action?  What strategies?  A critique  of  alternative  progranmes
and the lessons they have to offert'.
Several factors were mentioned by the speakers and participants in  the dis-
cussi-ons.  One of the most serious problems is  still  the difficulty  of  com-
bi.ning a career and a family.  It  is  noticeable that nany of the women oc-
cupying management posts in  tel-evision are single and childless.
Mi.lly Buonanno of RAI (Italian  television)  raised a nore technical problem:
items intended for  television  broadcasting go through so many filtering
processes that  few of  them actually appear on the small screen.  If  woments
issues are  to  receive more attention,  a special  information agency like
the one that already exists for  sport will  have to be set up.  Strict  rules
govern the broadcasting of  news itens:  women wilt  have to  learn to  ma-
nipulate them.
An interesting  point  was expressed by Tony Crabb of  the BBC, one of  the
few men to  attend the seminar, who found it  difficult  to imagine any topic
for  a television  progranme  which would interest  women and not men. Tel-e-
vision  should aim to inform all  its  viewers and not create a ghetto of  wom-
en viewers.
Lea Martel of  BRT (Dutch-speaking Belgian television)  said it  was undoubt-
edly important to  have women at  the top of  the hierarchy but women's in-
volvement in  every stage of  production was of  prime importance.  In  view
of  this  need, she called for  specialist  colleges to  be more accessible to
girls  .
According to  figures  quoted by Gabriel Thoveron,  women account for  only
L4.57" of  television journalists  and are usually more "sedentary" than their
male colleagues. Three-quarters  of the women who appear on the snal-l screen
are about 30 years ol-d, 9O7" are under 40 and it  is  rare Eo see a woman over
50, though there is  no shortage of  male TV reporters in  this  age group.
Another detail- |  357" of male TV reporters wear glasses but none of the wom-
en reporters d.o.  How is  this  control over the j.mage of  men and women ex-
erted?
Role stereotyping in  TV advertising is  remarkably consistent.  More often
than not,  the man advises and the  woman does the buying.  Men are shown
in  their  working environment, women in  the home.lrlomen of Europe no. 4t -  t5 l4ay/t5 July 85 p.5
A comment by Lone Kuhlmann (Danish television) caused a stir:  it  is  the
television image of men that needs changing. Men should be shown who are
less macho and more considerate,  men who are not afraid to show their feel-
ings.  "Irm tired of hearing women say that it's  society's fault  if  we have
reached this point,'r she said.  "!ile are not the problem. Itrs  men who are
the problem. Let's talk  about part-time work for men. Let's stop seeing
ourselves as vj.ctims. If  we act like victims, how can we expect our bosses
to take us seriously?"
Fausta Deshormes, head of  women's information, said that one of the most
striking problems is the lack of any critical  sense anong viewers,both male
and female. women have to be taught to recognize the impact of television
in  changing attitudes,  School broadcasts will  have to be improved, just
as school textbooks have been.
6inding up the seminar, Nicole Delruelle-Vosswinkel of  Brussels University
raised an important issue:  where do the media stand on the question of
changing cultural  patterns?  The media have undergone immense technical
uptreavais but seem slow to  adapt to  social change. Why? How can women
*..ragu when they are expected to  move into a traditionally  male preserve
and still  fulfil  their  "natural functions" as women?
French television journalist  Christine Ockrent was optimistic.  European
television,  she ""id, 
has been a formidable instrument in  accelerating
changes for women. ln  the US, for  example, the gap between real life  and
thestereotypes conveyed by television  programmes is  even wider'  If  menfs
and womenrs careers develop at  sUch different rates, it  is  because  women
have not yet developed a taste for power and are sti1l  doubtful as to their
own potential.  The situation,  though, is  about to  change. The growing
number of television channels wil-I undoubtedly create more time for women's
issues and channels will  certainly be able to  target specific groups of
viewers and produce alternative programmes catering for  individual inter-
ests.
odile Quintin, head of  the Buneau for  Questions regarding  employment and
equal treatment for  women, wondered what should be done at Community level
to do away with inequalities in real life.  It  is  pointless just to bring
in  new directives.  There is  already a whole series of  Community legisla-
tion  on equal opportunities, which is  applied in  every Member State.  A
series or recomnlndations wouLd be preferable and probably quite adequate.
Recommendations are not binding but their  application is a matter of pres-
tige for  Member States.  Another possibility  would be a "talent data bank"
listing  women experts in specialist fields '
The seminar's
The European
take positive
conclusions will  be conveyed to European television officials.
commission is  ready to help television companies wanting to
action.
useful addresses: Institut  de sociologie, uLB, 44 avenue Jeanne,
1050 BrusseLs.
Bureatl for Questions regarding employment for
\rJomen, European Commission, Directorate-General
for  Employment, Social Affairs and Education,
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A colloquium on equality for  men and women before the 1aw was organized
by the European Commission  and the inter-university Centre of Comparative
Law together with the Centre for Patrimonial Law of the Catholic university
of Louvain.
Open only to high-ranking specialists, the colloquium took as its  objective
the listing  and assessment of legal measures and action to promote sexual
equality.  The opportunity was seized to bring the issue to the attention
of  various legal  practitioners (magistrates, barristers,  solicitors,  law
lecturers, company lawyers, lega1 advisers to both sides of  industry, la-
bour inspectors, etc ).
Various points for action r^rere discussed: how to check on follow-up action
on directives by setting up contacts and exchanges between experts in  the
socio-occupational areas concerned; how to  improve appeal procedures  which
are not being used (including reversal of the onus of proof); how to change
attitudes by promoting greater awareness among groups directly  afffected
by the 1egal aspects of the problem.
Useful address: European Commission, Directorate-General for Employment,
Social Affairs and Education, 200 rue de la Loi,  l-049 Brussels
For International Youth Year, the European Commissi-on  has adopted a Memo-
randum setting out policy guidelines covering the employment,  education
and vocational training of young people.
In  the Memorandum, the Commission expresses its  continuing concern at  the
situation of  the 48 million  Community youngsters  aged between 15 and 25,
More than !  million  of  them are unemployed,  1,.5 million  for  more than a
year.  The unemployment  rate amongst youngsters is  three times higher than
for  other members of the working population. Even though 18 million young-
sters do have jobs, many of  them have little  choice on the jobs market and
cannot fully  realize their potential.  Some groups are even more disadvant-
aged:  namely young women (whose unemployment rate is  over 22%, compared
with 2O/" for  young men), the children of migrant workers and handicapped
youngsters.
The Community is  lagging behind in  schooling: the proportion of  children
staying on at  school in  Japan and the US after  the minimum schooL-leaving
age is  far  higher than in  the Community: 30% in  Japan and 60% in  the US
compared with 25% in  the Member States as a whole.  Onty 15 out of  every
10,000 citizens in  the Community are engineers and researchers  whereas the
ratio  is  over 30 in  the US and Japan. Finally, American and Japanese stu-
dents move easily from one intellectual  community to another in their  coun-
tries,  whereas European students are not very mobile: fewer than 1% spend
a period of study in a Member State other than, their  own.
The Commission intends to launch individual measures over the next twelve
months. The mobility and exchange of students and teachers in every disci-
pline will  be stepped up.  At this  level,  the objective is  to double the
number of universities involved by I99I (there are only 6OO at  the moment
out of  a possible total  of  3,500 higher education establishments)  and to
multiply the number of mobile students by 10.  Cooperation between univer-
sities  and industry is  to be stimulated, one way being to support student
placements in  firms in  other Community countries.  In training programmes
backed by the European Social Fund, priority  wilL be given to  programmes
devoting 40 hours training to  new technology. Finally,  the teaching of
f6reign languages will  be promoted.Women of Europe no. 41 -  15 lAayh 5 JuIy 85 p.7
EUROPEAN  PARLIAMENT
May Session  The keynote of  the May sessi-on of  European Parliament was
indisputably the  address by President Reagan, then almost
at  the end of  his  European tour.  MEPs were not all  in  fa-
vour of  his  visit,  mainly because of  American policy  towards Nicaragua'
and some MEPs made their  feelings known by sporting logo-bearing T-shirts  or
waving placards with  slogans expressing their  disapproval.  At times, the
US president  seemed surprised at  the mild interruptions  provoked by parts
of  his  speech.  He was, however, given a standing ovation by most of  his
audience. President of  European Parliament, Pierre Pflimlin,  told  Mr Reagan
that  Europeans  would never forget the debt they owed to the Anerican people '
This renembrance was all  the more appropriate as it  was expressed the day
after  commemorating the fortieth  anniversary  of  the  endlng of  the Second
World War on B trtay 1945.
President Reagan's message to  Europe can be summed up in a few main points:
confirmation of  Americats confidence in  Europe,  which he wants to  see
trstrong and unified:  not  as a rival  but  as an ever stronger partner",
strengthened by the  inclusion  of  Spain and Portugal (which the President
also visited  during his  European tour);  the need to re-estabfish ttre bal-ance
of  power with the Soviet Union ("We are not seeking nuclear superiority");
confirmation of the guiding principles of  US poli.cy towards the Soviet Uni-on
and practical  proposals to  the Soviets (the  proposals already formulated
Uy llefO).  President Reagan concluded: rtWe are committed to the re-creation
of  a larger  and more genuinely European  Europe. . .  It  is  our hope that in
the 2Lst century there will  be one, free Europe. "
Mr Reagan was on his  way back from the  Western Economic Summit. in  Bonn'
Jacques Delors gave a lucid report to Parliament  on the outcome of the Sum-
mit,  which he had attended, as President of  the  European  Commission'  He
expressed his  regret that  the Summit had not been the subject of more con-
certed action on the part  of  the  Community countries:  this  reduced the
significance of  the main message which, at an economic level'  was that each
country must do its  bit  to  maintain a general equilibrium.  Mr Defors ex-
pressed his  approval, however, of  the idea of indicating exactly what each
country should do.  Europe's task is  to  bring about increased growth when
possible and above all  to  encourage greater movement on the labour market'
ipeaking of  the political  declaration signed at  the Bonn Summit, Jacques
Delors said that it  would be an excellent topic for  civic  education'
During the debate, President Delors announced a European technological  plan
and outlined its  precise objectives, feasibility,  management, general scope
and funding.
Also during the  May session, Parliament voted on the  recommendations  of
Itallan  Communist Francesca Marinaro's report  on a  European policy  for
migrant workers.  The vote was complicated  by the large number of restric-
tive  amendments (and a vote by roll  call  was demanded for  all  of  them) sug-
gested by the Group of the European Right. Other amendments, which weakened
the resolution  without departing from its  general objective (greater jus-
tice,  more rights  and further  attention  to  the specific  problems of  m1-
grants ),  were accepted and the resolution was passed by a substantial ma-
jority  (with the exception of  most French MEPs who either voted against or
abstained as they felt  that  the question had not been considered in  suffi-
cient  depth).  After  the vote, British  Conservative Michael Welsh put aside
political  differences to  compliment  Francesca Marinaro on her dignity  and
ioise  throughout the debate.p.8 Women of Europe no. 41 -  15 ltlay/I5 July 85
Parliament also adopted the resolutj-on tabled by Chairman of  the Committee
on Women's Rights Marlene Lenz (Germany, European People's Party) regarding
the Nairobi Conference which closes the Decade flor Women in  JuIy  7985. In
an  exhaustive  resolution,  Parliament stressed the  Commission's positive
role  in  bringing about sexual- equality in  Europe, called on Member States
to  pursue this  policy  by implementi.nd  and supplenentinglommunity legislation
and listed  a whole series of  considerations and demands regarding women
in developing dountries.
In  emergency  debate, Parliament examined the situation  in  Nicaragua  and
called  on the Sandinista government to  resume a dialogue with  the  demo-
cratic  opposition parties.  This followed the adoption of  amendments sug-
gested by the Group of  the  European Right which appreciably  modified the
original  motion tabled by the Socialists,  calling  on Parl-iament to  help
Nicaragua to rediscover the road to democracy.
Also in  emergency debate, the emotional question of the expulsion of refu-
gees from the Ibnet camp in  Ethiopia was brought up. Parliament also wished
to place on record the speed and effectiveness of action taken by the Com-
mission.  Conmission Vice-President Lorenzo Natali said that  the Commission
had acted at  onee and had set up an immediate inquiry  revealing that  the
evacuation was the result  of  an administrative error  which had nothing to
do with  Ethiopian President Mengistu.  President Mengistu has taken steps
to prevent any repetition  of this  type of incident.
Colette Flesch (Luxembourg, Liberal and Democratic Group) has announced
her intention  of  giving  up her  European mandate on 1 september LgBj.
Leader of the Democratic Party in  the Grand Duchy's  Chamber of  Deputies,
Colette Flesch is  not leaving the European  scene compl_etely as she was
elected President of  the  European Liberal  and DeruoCiatic parties  at
the Groningen congress.  Deputy Mayor of  the city  of  Luxembourg Lydie
wu'rth-Polfer  wil-1 take up the seat left  vacant by Colette Flesch in
European Parliament.  Under Democratic  Party rules,  an individual  can-
not be both a national  and European Member of  Parliament at  the  same
time.
June Session During the June sessj-on, European Parliament  had an impor-
tant  guest:  Italian  President Sandro Pertini.  In  his
address, which was much applauded by  MEps, he recal_led
the words of  President Reagan who had spoken to the House the month before
of  Europets "moraltt success.  Sandro Pertini  said that  the success should
also be political,  pointing out that  the twofold national and European ap-
proach lends itself  well  to  all  todayrs problems and calling  for  signifi-
cant progress towards the drafting  of a treaty of  European Union. The Milan
summit could be an opportunity to reaffirm  this  political  resolve.
Mr Pertini  cal1ed for  peace, the strengthening of  East-West relations  and
a  common European security policy  and went on to  speak of  the end of  the
Second World War and the resistance movements which had been "the  dawn of
European unity".  He. asked Europeans to  remember the reasons for  the war
but not  to  indulge in  the pointless exercise of  putting  the blame on the
German people.  "We are  Europeans  and, therefore,  we are also  Germans,rt
he'said.  "Germany divided is  Europe divided,"  he d.eclared, "her drama is
ours as we11.rt President Pertini  expressed hi.s belief  that  the only way
to  "overcome Yaltarr and to  "reunite what a wall  cannot separatett lies  in
the search for  a new order based on peace.Women of Europe no. 4L -  75 Nlay/15 JuIy 85 p.9
During the June  session (6 months late,  due to differences with the Council
of  Ministers),  Parliament  adopted the EC budget for  1-985. Parliament voted
to  maintain the priorities  which it  had set concerning the fight  against
world hunger and to  call  for  relatively  modest increases in  credits  to  be
concentrated  in  certain sectors. Apart from food aid,  the other major bene-
ficiaries  are the European Social Fund and the Regional Fund.  The Infor-
mation budget has also been increased, with a special 500,000 ECU increase
for  woments information.
In the resolution accompanying -  and
Parl-iament criticized  the Council of
matters.
in  some walsqsnpsnting on -  the budget'
Ministers fairly  strongly on budgetary
The agenda of the June session was disrupted by a piece of news: the German
veto of  a decision (already late)  on cereal prices during the meeting of
Council agriculture  ministers in  Luxembourg at  the same time as Parliamen-
tary  session was seen by all  MEPs as a matter of  concern and a debate was
arranged.  The veLo confirmed the misgivings of  sone of  the Member States
about the taking of  decisions by majority vote in  Council, reinforced by
the timing, only a few days before the Milan Summit.
The German decision in  Luxembourg to  protect  its  vital  interests  in  this
matter (and it  was the first  time that  Germany had used the veto)  showed
the gap between good intentions and reality,  a fact  which several MEPs made
a point  of  stressing during the debate.  The debate understandably  gave
rise  to  fairly  heated exchanges between German MEPs in  the majority  and
oppositi.on groups.
The Commission has explained its  views on the matter at  length.  Frans
Andriessen,  Commissioner responsible for  agriculture,  deplored Germany's
use of  the veto after  all  the German authorities'  recent statenents on im-
proving the  decision-making  process in  the Community. The Commission nob/
has to  handle a difficult  situation  and combat speculation.  Mr Andriessen
recognized that  the  failure  to  reach agreement highlighted  the need for
radical  changes in  European conLrol of  the cereal sector:  the Commi-ssion
is  drawing up proposals  and is  prepared to  speed up its  current study.
Commission President Jacques Delors bitterly  criticized  the Council's  "gen-
ei.al behaviour".  "Germany is  not the culprit,"  he said;  "in  deciding to
abstain,  other  Member States too have exercised their'rightr  of  veto."
The Presidentrs attack was sparked off  by Council's general attitude  and
the  private  bilateral  meetings between heads of  State on subjects which
should have been debated openly and democratically.
British  Conservative  Ben Patterson's report  provoked a wide-ranging  debate
on the internal  market, during which an irnpressive package of  proposals
was put forward by the Commission. A11 MEPs agreed on the need to inprove
the conmon market by reducing red tape at  frontiers  and implementing various
measures which are stil1  filed  away at the Council of Ministers.  Some MEPs
were concerned by the possible effects  of  a true  conmon market on periph-
eral  areas but  were reassured by Commission  spokesman Lord Cockfield who
said that  specific  measures would be taken in allttsensitive  areast'.  Lord
Cockfield did  stress,  however, that  Community  decision-making processes
would have to  be' improved if  a  genuinely European market were to  become
a reality.
Also during the  June session, Parli-ament approved the Commission's draft
regulation  for  Integrated Mediterranean  Programmes (IMPs) but  called  for
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additional resources and stressed the need for  compatibility of objectives
and actions.
Parliament also  voted in  favour of  a  cooperation agreement with  Central
America on the basis of  the report  given by German Socialj.st Heidemarie
Wieczorek-Zeul.  Speaking for  the Commission, Claude Cheysson called  for
a political  dialogue with  Central American countries and rerferred to  the
American boycott of  Nicaragua and its  possible consequences. Speaking of
Central America's foreign debLs, Commissioner Cheysson argued that  it  would
be pointless to  cancel its  debts without putting  the underl;ring financial
situation of the countries concerned  on a sounder footing.
In  emergency debate, following the tragic  events at  the Heysel stadium in
Brussels, Parliament passed several resolutions on violence and sport and
supported the decision to ban English teams from European comlletitions.
July Session  Parliament first  discussed the outcome of the Milan Summit
which had brought together the heads of  State of  the Com-
munity countries, adopting a resolution tabled by Chairman
of  the Institutional  Affairs  Committee Altiero  Spinelli  (Italy,  Communist
and Al-lies Group) by a substantial majority.
The resolution  adopted declared itself  expressly in  favour ( and this  term
legally  implies that  it  is  Parliament's formal "opinion") o1'convening an
intergovernmental conference to discuss the development  of a Iluropean Union.
ParLiament hoped that  the  conference would produce positive  results  and
invited  Member States who are in  favour of a Union treaty  to embark on its
formulation on their  own should a unanimous decision not be achieved. This
point  obviously did  not  please all  MEPs, especially  the British,  Danish
and Greeks, but the majority of the Assembly supported the resolution.
During the wide*ranging debate that  preceded the vote, Altiero  Spinelli  em-
phasized that  a single Treaty should energe from the discusr;ions and then
be submitted to  Parliament.  Mr Spinelli  regretted that  the Milan Summit
had not taken Parliament's draft  Treaty of  European Union as; its  starting
point,  since it  had effectively  opened the whole debate.
The Presidents of the Council- of Ministers and the European Commission  also
spoke on the outcome of  the Milan Summit. Jacques Santer, J?rime Minister
of  Luxembourg and, for  6 months, acting President of the Council, said that
all  those present in  Milan had stressed the need to  improve the "rules of
the game". Member States voting in  favour of convening an intergovernmen-
tal  conference did  not wish to  exclude the others, but it  r'/as reasonable
for  them to start  working on European  Union if  they were read5r to do so.
Commission  Presi.dent Jacques Delors confirmed that  it  was not a "/  against
3"  confrontation but mereLy that  there were different  ways r>f approaching
the same problem.  The Commission would play a ful1 part in  the conference
but woufd not want matters coming under the Treaty of  Rome tc  be separated
from those coming under the heading of  political  cooperation.  Meanwhile,
the Commission wiff  press on with its  work on several matters of priority:
a People's Europe, the internal  market and technology.
A resolution put forward by Christine Crawfey, Raymonde Dury and other mem-
bers of the Socialist  Group and by Vera Squarcialupi  and MarieL Lisa Cinciari
Rodano for  the Communist Group expressed  concern at  the posr;ible suppres-
sion of  the women's information service with  the reorganization of the Co-
missionts Directorate-General  for  Information.  The resoluti<>n stated that
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and had voted in  favour of  a  SOO,OOO ECU grant specifically for  women's
information  when the 1985 budget was adopted. Submitted in  emergency de-
bate, time was too short for the resolution to be discussed.
On the basis of British Conservative Dame Shelagh Roberts I report, European
Parliament considered the Commission  Memorandum on taxation and equal treat-
ment for  men and women. A11 the speakers in the debate regretted that the
ffiueaadirectiveandciteddiscriminationsinthis
area in most Member States.
Speaking for  the Commission, Carlo Ripa di  Meana said that a political  as-
sessment of the problem could be produced on the basi-s of the Memorandum.
Mr Ripa di  Meana announced that the Commission was to  arrange a seminar
to investigate the technical problems of taxation, probably in early 1986.
The Council of Ministers would then be forced to accept its  responsibilities
in the matter.
By 111 votes to 1, Parliament  adopted Dane Shelagh Roberts' resolution which
pointed out the often pernicious infl-uence of tax systems, which can dis-
courage women from entering the jobs market, and noted that the tax status
of mamied women is  less favourable than that of single women, a fact dis-
couraging marriage.  It  called on Member States to  avoid all  direct and
indirect  discrimination against women based on their  sex, civil  status or
family status.  It  would be best to  base taxation of  income and revenue
on an individual assessment of every taxpayer. The cost of child-minders
and home-helps to working parents could be tax deductible.  Finally,  Par-
liament demanded that a spouse working in  a family business should have
the right  to  reasonable  remuneration  and that her income should be taxed
separately and ProPortionatelY.
Dutch Liberat Jessica Larive Groenendaal had drafted a report on vandalism
and violence at  sports events which was adopted by 118 votes to ll  with
eso1ution,EuropeanPar]iamentrecommendedpre-
ventive measures such as a ban on the sale of alcoho1, body searches, se8-
regation of supporters and coord.ination between the governments and author-
ities  concerned.
Should one go as far  as banning "b1ack-listed" fans from stadiums? This
measure was recommended but Italian  Socialist Vincenzo Mattina and British
Socialist Janey Buchan both deplored it  as "liberticide".  l,'Jinifred Ewing'
however, argued that  non-violent supporters would be prepared to  accept
measures prorecting them against the violence of  others.  She said that
stringent measures are applied in  Scotland with good results.  Belgian So-
cialist  Ernest Glinne pointed out that he had addressed a written question
to the Council on violence in  sport; two days before the tragic events at
the Heysel stadium in  Brusse1s, he had received a reply telling  him that
this  was not a matter for  the Council.  Speaking for  the European  Commis-
si-on, Peter Sutherfand declared himself in  favour of a meeting of  sports
mi-ni-sters but was doubtful whether legislative action by the Community would
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COMM]TTEE  ON  WOMENIS  RIGHTS
Chaired by Marlene Lenz (Germany,  European People's Party) the Parliamen-
tary committee on womenrs Rights has been pressing on with itsr work.
During the meeting held in  Brussels on 21 and 22 May, MEPs e:rchanged views
with Carlo Ripa di. Meana, Commissi.oner  responsible for  problr:ms concerning
a People's Europe, information, arts  and tourism policies.  Marlene Lenz
asked him about the Commission's  general guidelines on informati-on  and said
that  coordination is  needed between European Parliament ana Une Commission
on this  matter.  Mr Ripa di  Meana outlined the Comrnission's  p:pogranme, which
includes making the public  more aware of  the  Conmunity, irrforming women
on any new rights  they have acquired through Community efforts  and taking
action to  enlighten the way people think,  especially the der:jgior-makers.
Italian  Communist Maria Lisa Cinciari  Rodano wondered whetherr the Commis-
sion's  Information Offices could set up information  schemes aimed at  women
in  the Community countries.  Both Ms Cinciari  Rodano and Frr:nch Socialist
Marie-claude  Vayssade commented favourably on "women of  Europe", but re-
gretted the long delays in  its  production, translation,  prirrting  and dis-
tribution.  Dutch Socialist  Ien van den Heuvel noted that  'fWornen of  Europe"
is  not addressed to  the public at  large for  obvious financia,l reasons and
wondered whether there was any chance of  the Commission  publ;ishing a maga-
zine ained at a wider female readership.  Johanna Maij-!'Ieggen (Netherlands,
European People's Party) also  expressed her regret  that,  for  lack of  re-
sources, the Cornmission  was unable to  reach either  the public  at  large or journalists.
Carlo Ripa di  Meana replied that he was in  favour of peri.odic consultations
between the Commissionrs  Women's Infornation Service and the Parli-amentary
Comnittee on Women's Rights.  Speaking of  the Women's Information Service,
its  staff  and budget, he said he hoped for  greater autonomy for  the service
and even a doubling of its  staff,  but pointed out the budgetar'y constraints.
He was interested in  the idea of  a magazj.ne aimed at  a broerd readership,
a nagazine that might be found at  a hairdresser's,  but said it  was a com-
plex problern.  Discussing more imrnediate  problems, the  Comlrissioner  said
that  the first  steps were to disseminate information in  Spain and Portugal,
inform the legal  profession on progress achieved and make 'better use of
television to inform the public.
The Committee  approved British  Conservative Dame Shelagh Roberts' report
on equal treatment for  men and viromen in  taxation_ and, in  the presence of
a Youth f orur  en van den lleuvel 
r s d.raft
oplnlon of  the report,  Youth.  The Committee also  exchanged preliminary
vj-ews on the question of single-parent famil-ies, on which ltal-ian  Communist
Maria Lisa Cinciari  Rodano is  dnafting a report.
During the committee  meeting in  Brussels on 26 and zT Jr]ne chaired by
ChristineCrawley(Britisht,auoBelgium,Euro-
pean Peopl-ers Party) reported on the vote on the 1-985 budget.  The Committee
wasde1ightedbythe500,000ECUa11ocatedtowo-'en'sinformationandde-
clared itself  in  favour of following the same guidelines for  the 1.986 budget.
The Committee  adopted Greek Socialist  Konstantina Pantazifs draft  report
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The Parliamentary  Committee  gave its  first  reactions to  Dutch Socialist
Hedy drAncona's report on violence against women. The report is  to be dis-
cussed by European Parliament during the December plenary meeting.  German
Socialist  Heinke Salisch was appointed rapporteur to  discuss the social
impact of new technology on women's affairs.
Another highlight  of  the June meeting were talks  by two experts (Ms Smith
and Ms Schaffer) who had been invited  to  give a paper on their  work on
equal opportunities for  girls  and boys in  education.  The topic is  so far-
reaching that  MEPs considered arranging a seminar on education and training.
At  the request of  German Socialist  Heidemarie Wieczorek-Zeul,  women's in-
formation had been put on the agenda. This was prompted by Belgian Social-
ist  Raymonde Dury, who had called on woments organizations and members of
the Committee to  lobby Carlo Ripa di  Meana "to ensure that the women's in-
formation service  adequately staffed and funded to deal with the problem"
The reorg; .ization of the Directorate-General for  Information  made the sub-
ject  very topical.
At the Committeefs request, Director-General for  Information  Mr Froschmaier
gave an up-to-date report  on woments information.  MEPs expressed their
concern that  there were still  no official  proposals on the matter and once
again called  for  the establishment of  an independent women's information
service.  The Committee  on Womenrs Rights decided to put its  point of view
in  writing  to  Comrnission President Jacques Delors and Carlo Ripa di  Meana,
Commissioner responsibl-e for  information.
Now that  the policy  guidelines for  the  European Socia1 Fund for  1!86 to
1988 have been published,rapporteur  Johanna Maij-Weggen  (Netherlands, Euro-
pean Peoplets Party)  expressed the  Committeers  regret  that  ttwoments pro-
grammes" had not been allocated their  fair  share of resources.
OF
AT  THE  COURT
THE  EUROPEAN
OF  JUSTICE
COMMUNITIES
Germany has not fulfilled  its  obligations,  the Court of Justice of the Euro-
pean Communities has declared.  The European Commission complained that
Germany had not listed  jobs exempted from application of the Community di-
rec.tive (76/207) on equality  of  treatment for  men and women in  access to
jobs, traini-ng and promotion and in  working conditions.
According to  article  677 a)  of  the  German Civil  Code,  the principle  of
equality  may be waived flor certain  jobs which can be done only by a man
or  a wonan.  The Corunission declares, however, that  this  is  not enough,
and a list  of  such jobs must be drawn up.
Germany's reply:  no such list  is  required in  the text  of  the directive.
The Commission insisted,  however, that  article  p,  paragraph 2,  of  the di-
rective  states  that  it  is  the  Commissionrs responsibility  to  ensure that
exemptions are justifiable.  How can the Commission carry out these controfs
if  there is  no clear  list  of  exempt jobs?  In  not producing a list  of ex-
emptions, Germany has impeded the exercj-se of  a useful control by the Com-
mission and has made it  more difficult  for  the victims of  discrimination
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COUNTRY TO COUNTRY:
FACTS INSTITUTIONS AND LAWS
AND MILITANT ACTIVITIES
BELGIU]q
A new law on rape is  to  be introduced.  The bill  has already gone through
the Chamber of  Deputies but has been amended by the Senate and will,  there-
fore,  be returned to  the  Chamber for  a  second reading.  It  defines rape
as |tany act of  sexual penetration, of  whatever kind and by whatever meanst
conmitted against an unconsenting  person".  Harsher sentences will  be given
in certain cases, such as those involving a child  under 14.
More care will  be taken to  respect victims'  anonymity and the press will
not be allowed to give any information  which might identify  thern. Hearings
in  camera will  be granted at the victim's  request.
Neighbourhood  bureaux is  an interesting  scheme launched in  Brussels by a
non-profit making organization,  ttBureaux de quartiers".  The aim is  to offer
marriage and family  guidance, establishing  cfose and constant relations
with different  agencies  such as local authorities,  social workers, doctors,
mutual aid charities,  schools, parishes, etc.  In the founderst own words:
"the local  community is  the best place for  contactt'.
Usefu1 address: Bureaux de quartiers, 141 rue Froissart, 1040 Brussels
A complaint has been made against the Belgian Government on the indirect
discrimination ory  attowancf--ttrE-Comitd  de Liaison
des Femmes (women's liaison  committee)  has received a reply to its  complaint
forwarded to  the European Commission. Al6is Pfeiffer,  Cornrnissioner respon-
sible for  employment, has responded:
ttl  can assure you that  I  entirely  share your concern at  the discrimina-
tory  nature of  Belgian legislation  on unemployment benefits  and the
need to  amend its  legislation  to  bring it  into  line  with Community di-
rective  79/7 .  This change is  all  the more pressing si"nce, as you are
aware, the deadline for  implementation has now expired...  You can rest
assured that  the Commission is  taking this  new si-tuation into  account
in  the proceedings being taken against the Belgian Government  and that
it  is  doing everything possible to bring matters to a conclusion."
(N.B.  Directive  79/7/EEC is  on the  equal treatment of  men and women in
social security natters. )
Useful address: Comite'de Liaison des Femmes,  l-a Place Qudtetet,
l-030 Brussels
ttletts  change bookstt, after  5 years of  action, has now been given official
status as a non-profit  making association.  The group's most recent pro-
ductions are Francoise Bouchezts video cassette, Ltoeuf ou la poule (Chicken
or egg) and a book called Les femmes dans 1es manuels scolaires  (Women in
school textbooks), publishuW
The video cassette uses a rapid  sequence of  examples to  iLlustrate  sexist
stereotypes, how they are part  of  a childrs  whole education and how they
can influence future  choices and ambitions.  The examples chosen are not
only from school textbooks:  childrentsthoughts  about their  future careers,
comments on favourite heroes and heroines, etc.  In the space of  20 minutes,
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The book is  a critical  analysis of  secondary  school history,  Iiterature,
art  history  and science textbooks.  The same two observations apply to al1
of  them:  women's role  is  eclipsed, their  portrayal stereotyped. The work
finishes with a set of constructive proposals.
Useful address: Changeons les livres,  2) tue Blanche, 1050 Brussels
Community action with  and for  women was the theme of a one-day seminar or-
@theConseilnationa1desfemmesbelges(Nationa1Counci1
of  Belgian Women -  French-speaking  section) and its  Dutch-speaking  counter-
part,  Nationale Vrouwen Raad.  Action by the European Commission was dis-
cussed and viewed in  the context of the I'post-Decade for  Women".
At the end of  the day, participants  called for  more meticulous application
of  Community directives  on equatity  and a  new Community Action Programme
1985-88 for  equal opportunities.  As well  as an increase in  human and fi-
nancial resources for  the services responsible for  woments issues in  the
European Commission, the 70 or  so woments organizations  present called for
the elimination of all  sexist language in  texts produced by the Comnission.
They also called  on Member States and the  Community itself  to  propose a
second Decade for  Women to the UN.
Useful addresses: CNFB, l-a Place Qudtelet, l-030 Brussels
NVR, B Middaglijnstraat,  1030 Brussels
Sounder North-South relations  are the  aim of  a new association, "Pour un
for  a different  development). Puda's policy
is  borne out by the support it  has given to  schemes set up by six  Belgian
groups.  Members donate money which is  then offered to  specific  projects
chosen by the members themselves  (new cooperatives, development of  local
resources, etc).  Money is  not given outright  but offered on an interest-
free  loan basis.  In  the words of  the association:  "We prefer to collect
social rather than purely financial  interest  on our loanstt.
Useful address: Puda, /1  Drbve du Duc, 1170 Brussels
Space for  women -  ttRuimte voor Vrouwen -  is  an association encouraging  wonen
to  cone.ern themselves with  employment, education, housing and the environ-
ment.  A dossier compiled by the  association  assesses matters which are
rarely  taken into  consideration:  how the design and environment of build-
ings affect  woments everyday lives,  how womentsviews are (or are not)  taken
into  account by town planners and architects,  women's position on decision-
making bodies, etc.  The dossier is  available for  130 Belsian francs,  iD-
cluding postage, payable to account no. 001-0488559-46.
Useful address:  Ruimte voor Vrouwen PA/Etcker-Ik, IL5 Blijde  Inkomstraat'
3000 Louvain
Alimony payments are a problem for  both parti.es involved.  Women often find
it  extrernely difficult  to extract payment but men, too, often have enormous
difficulty  in  paying amounts set in  better days before the economic crisis.
During a debate on the subject organized by Infor-Femmes (women's informa-
tion),  it  was explained that  a plan to  set up an "Office  de recouvrement
des crdances alimentaires" (agency for  the recovery of  alimony debts) was
coming up against unexpected obstacles, mainly due to  the complexity of
the  Belgian constitutional  system.  Contrary to  what the  Covernment  had
thought (Social  Affairs  Minister  Mr Dahaene was parti.cularly  surprised)
the matter is  the'responsibility  of  the French- and Dutch-speaking Commu-
nities  and not the State.  The debate continues.
Useful address: Infor-Fenmes, 2) rue Brdderode, 1000 Brussels
Lady June will  welcome you in  Brussels, should you be passing.  Set up by
alrn"ric  O.l.  Brennan, Lady June is  a meeting place which offers  cultural,p. 16 lrlomen of Europe no. 41, -  L5 May/L! July Bl
artistic  and crafts  activities.  A warm welcome awaits you in  French, Dutch
or  English.  The centre is  open from Bpm on Mondays,  wednesdays,  Fridays
and Saturdays but  it  is  probably best to  give a ring  beforehand just  to
check:  (02) 5]1.78.47
Useful address: Lady June, 48 rue Philippe de Champagne, 1OOO Brussels
DENMARK
The 1984 annual report by Ligestillingsr8det  (ttre Equality Council) states
that too few women are being trained in  the economic sectors where expansion
is  hoped for.  A growing number of  women, especialry young women, wanting
to  move into  traditionally  male jobs are constantly meeting strong resist-
ance from both empJ-oyers and mal-e colleagues.  "It  is  essential that  every-
body holding a responsible position  in  the training  system and the world
of  employment should use their  powers to  combat female unemployment. That
includes the Gover'nment, Parliament, the authorities  and social services,tt
says Ligestillingsr8det  .
The 100-page report  includes many statistical-  tables allowing compari-sons
over 10 or  even L!  years.  They show, for  example, that z49,Ioo women were
doing part-tlme work in  1.967 and 526,500 in  1983 -  a significant  increase,
especlal-ly as the total  number of  women in  employment rose from 861,900
in  7967 to only 1,240,900 in  1983.
useful address: LigestillingsrEdet,  Frederiksgade L9-2L, 1255 copenhagen
'tFremskridtets pris"  (the price of progress) is  the title  of a recent report
published by the Danish Minister of  the Interior  on the ethical  (or moral)
problems posed by genetic engineering, embryo transplants, artificial  in-
semination and experiments on the human foetus.  The report  has been pre-
pared by a conmittee in  preparation for  a bil-l  which Li.beral Interior  Min-
ister  Britta  Schall Holberg hopes to table in  Parliament before the autumn.
One of  the report's  conclusions  is  that it  would be useful to set up a cen-
tral-  council on medical ethics which would formulate rules  and supply in-
formation to  the  scientific  committees which monitor biomedical science
and ensure compliance with world Health organlzation regulations.
In  the Polketing (Danish Parliament), the opposition Social Democrat Group
did not support the idea of  a central  council on ethics,  proposing a com-
mittee to  deal with  the ethical  aspects which would be given 3 years to
produce a report on the 1egal, technicaf and ethical  aspects of the problem.
It  could consist of  an equal number of  men and women and include repre-
sentatives of the handicapped, youth and woments organizations.
Two major ethical  problems are raised by the Interior  Ministerrs reporr:
the  modification of  hereditary  genetic characteristics  and artificially
induced pregnancy.
Should the new science of genetics be given a free rein?  Avoiding congeni.-
tal  malformation is  an acceptable objective,  but  how far  can scj.ence be
allowed to  go in  using fertilized  ova for  its  research? The working group
which has studied the question feels that experiments should not be carried
out on an embryo more than 1-4 days o1d, and in  no case should a fertilized
ovum submitted to  experi.ments be reimplanted.  It  did not want to  pass an
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and carrying out a scientific  experiment on the foetus.
The diagnosis of  foetal  sickness during pregnancy poses many problems:
what illness  or  malformation is  serious enough to  justify  abortion?  Who
will  take the responsibility  and decide what kind of  illness  or malformation
another human being is  going to live  with?  How severe does a handicap have
to  be to deny the right  to life?  The report states that the final  decision
should be taken by the pregnant  woman but that  it  is  essential to  ensure
that  she is  in  full  knowledge of the facts.
The report  concludes by saying that  it  is  impossible to foresee the conse-
quences of  "cloning"  (the reprogramming of  hereditary features) for  future
generations.  There is  a great risk  to  humanity of  committing an error of
perspective  and making hasty changes that normally take thousands of years,
without thought for  a  general balance which we still  do not fulty  under-
stand.  What we see as the frailty  of  the human body may be a strength or
may perform a function of which we are unaware.
Useful address:  Danske Kvinders NationalrSd, Niels Hemingsensgade B-10,2,
1153 Copenhagen
The Womenrs Research Centre in  Social Science has just  published its  1984
annual report,  which afso reviews the  general guidelines laid  down when
it  was founded in  1980. A11 things considered, the Centre's officials  feel
that  the right  move was made in  setting up an institution  specifically  de-
voted to  women, even though the final,  long-term objective is  to integrate
women's perspectives in  the wider field  of  the social sciences.  In support
of  their  argument, they point  out that  the Community  action programme for
equal opportunities  for  women and men 1982-85 adopted the same method.
NEW address: Women's Research Centre in  Social Science, Adelgade 4!,
1304 Copenhagen
FRANCE
Minister for  Womenrs Rights Yvette Roudy has been made a fult  minister
instead of  "Minister  responsible to  the  Prime Minister"  in  a  recent
reshuffle  of  the French Government. Commending her on her work since
1981, Prime Minister Laurent Fabius said on B March that  the Mini.stry
was not "disappearing", but being "promoted".
Useful address: MinistEre des Droits de la  Femme, !l  avenue d'Idna,
75016 Paris
The general election  in  March 1986 is  already keeping Prench politicians
busy.  As a  member of  the Socialist  Party's  Steering Committee, Yvette
Roudy observed with  some bitterness  that  members of  the various political
sub-groups and movements are already wheeler-dealing in  smoke-filled  back
rooms, taking hardly any account of women's place on the lists  of candidates.
A recent reform of  the French voting system means that  women must be even
more vigilant  if  they want to  maintain or increase the number of women MPs
in  the next Chamber,
Speaking for  women heads of  households,  the Fdd6ration syndicale des Fam-
_i11es monoparentales  ( federation of  single-parent families )  has reacted
vigorously to  certain  statements made by  sociologist  Evelyne Sul-1erot.
In  a recent report,  she wrote:  "Hardly has our society learnt  to  curb
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creates artificial  orphans by relieving  fathers -  and mothers - of a sense
of  responsibility.  They often  seem to  accept all  too readily  that  their
child  should in  practiee have no father;  indeed, they sometimes opt  for
this  course. "
The Federation stresses that  a child  should still  have both a father  and
a mother even if  their  relationship  as partners has been destroyed by di-
vorce or  even death.  A child  has a right  to  both its  parents, whatever
their  status.  It  is  a recognized  fact  that a child  needs a positive  image
of  its  f,amily for  its  untraumatic development. The Federation says that
it  wants to  claim such recognition for  single-parent  fanilies  by calling
for  the reform of the family code, with the support of all  family movements.
The Federation disputes Evelyne Sullerot's  claim that assistance for  single
parents would encourage them to shirk their  responsibilities.
Useful address: Fdddration syndicale des familles monoparentales,
53 rue Riquet, 75019 Paris
More and more unemployed  women are s  .  Between
assistance
in  setting up a business were women. Under the scheme, unemployed persons
are paid 6 months of their  unemployment  benefit in  a lump sum.
Women have been receiving a smaller grant  (14,900 francs) than men (2'l,,600
francs),  and their  decision to  start  a business usually comes later  (after
9 months' unemployment) than menrs (after  6 months on average).
In  most cases, women launch new businesses  (66% of  cases in  the second half
of  1982) but a high proportion take over an existing  busi.ness (ZI%); it
is  still  higher if  one includes those taking over businesses in  liquidation
rcT").  Some women have also set themselves  up in  the professions.  Is  it
courage or inexperience? More women than men take over existing  businesses:
2L7" as against 137".
The businesses that  women set  up are essentially  in  "retaili-ng"  (397" in
L982) or  in  "services"  (357") but a number of  women do invest in  manufac-
turing  (21%) and even the building industry (47").
More than 8Oi4 of  businesses set up by wonen are stifl  going after  a year.
The failure  rate  is  higher in  retailing  than the manufacturing (Il"t)  or
service industries  (157") but  generally firms set up by women are just  as
sound as those established by men in  the  same sectors,  even though they
have received less initial  capital.
Useful address: Citoyennes i  part entibre,  Edition-diffusion  CNIDF,
4 rue Bayard, 75008 Paris
Wonen from the Antilles  are the central  feature of  a special issue of  the
review, Nouvelfes Questions Fdministes (new feminist  questions), no.  9-
10/85, edited and coordinated by Arlette  Gautier.  She is  the author of
a work entitled  Les soeurs de solitude  (sisters  of  solitude),  a history
of  women in  the French West Indies from l-635 to 1848, to be published soon
by Editions Caribdennes ( !  rue Lallier ,  75009 Paris ).
The special issue of  Nouvelles Questions Fdministes opens with a pertinent
observation:  femini-sm ls  still  largely white; the voices of black feminism
have not made themselves heard or have not been listened to.  Many articles
in  this  200-page issue attempt to  make up for  l-ost time:  sociological
studies,  woments accounts of  their  own experiences, a hi-storical- analysis
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of relations  between slaves and their  masters, etc.  At  only 70 francs,
a real  discovery.
Useful address:  Nouvelles Questions Fdministes, 34 Passage du Ponceau,
75002 Paris
An association of  women restaurant  owners and cooks (Association des rest-
auratrices cuisiniEres -  ARC) claims and proves that  there are many women
in  the world of  frhaute cuisine".  Not all  chefs are male:  ARC already has
about a hundred members.
Useful address: GisEte Crouzier, ARC, !  Place Moltu, Chaumont-sur-Tharonne'
41600 Lamotte-Beuvron
GERMANY
Family allowances are to  be increased to  DM.46 for  the first  child,  almost
aouUte ttre present amount. Addressing the Bundesrat (Federal Senate), Fami-
J-y Affairs  Minister  Heiner Geissler explained that  the new family policy
is  intended to  be social,  fair  and of  benefit  to  children.  There will  be
tax  incentives  to  encourage larger  families:  households with  dependent
children will  pay considerably less  tax  than childless  families.  In  all ' an extra 10 thousand million  marks will  be allocated to family policy  from
L January L986.
Family allowances will  not,  however, be increased across the board.  High-
income families will  receive a smaller allowance than low-income families.
Useful address:  Pressedienst des Bundesministers ftir  Jugend, Familie und
Gesundheit, Kennedyallee  105-107, 5300 Bonn 2
Femi.nism and socialism do not automatically go together but they do mutually
complement each other.  This is  the main conclusion of the Young Socialists
women's conference,  the  first  of  its  kind  to  be organized by JUSQ.  It
sharply criticized  Covernment  policy,  partly  for  treating  legal  marriage
as the only acceptable form of  cohabitation.
Young women Socialists  feel  that  political  structures,  including their  own
party,  are still  not  accessible enough to  women and argue that  the only
acceptable  proportion of  women in  party bodies is  5O%. According to  JUSO's
national  president Gabriele Schwietering, the  men who control  the German
Social Democrat Party do not pay enough attention to women's needs.
Useful address: Jungsozialisten  in  der SPD, Ollenhauerstrasse  1-,
Postfach 2280, 5300 Bonn 1
The Department of  Women's  Research and Studies at  the Frei.e Universitdt
Banlinlftdependent  University  of  Berlin )  has been of f icially  recognized
by the governing board..  Set up in  1p81 for  a four-year trial  period, the
department has had plenty of  time to  prove its  worth, even though it  only
has three scientific  researchers  and one administrator.
Four papers were presented at  a symposium in early July,  one of which dis-
cusses the fate  of  unemployed women academics. A significant  figure:  in
1g84, 45.67" of  students but only 7.6i1 of  teaching staff  at  the Freie Uni-
versitit  Berfin  were women. The department decided to  publish papers on
woments scientific  work in  a series entitled  "Ergebnisse der Frauenforsch-
ung" (women's research findings)  in  a bid  to gain wider publicity  for  wom-
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to  submit work for  the series.  Useful address:  Zentraleinrichtung  zrtr"
F6rderung von Frauenstudien und Frauenforschung  an der Freien Universitlt
Berlin,  K6nigin-Luise-Strasse  34, 1000 Berlin  33
Contacts with Spain and Portugal are increasing.  President of' the Catalo-
nian Christian  Democrats  Concepcio Ferrer y  Casal was to  be seen paying
close attention to events during the day devoted to women at the CDU (Chris-
tian  Democrat Union) national- congress.  Useful address:  CDU Frauenver-
einigung, Freidrich-Ebert-Strasse  73-75, 5300 Bonn l-
Aimed at  the business world,  a small practical  guide to  the  advancement
of  women has recently been published and distributed  by the Federal Minis-
ter  for  Family Affairs,  thanks to  the Arbeitsstab  Frauenpolitik (service
responsible  for  women's policies).  The guide was compiled by Camilla
Kresbach-Gnath  and Ina Schmid-J6rg of  the Battelle  Institute  in  the light
of experience  acquired during an inquiry  into 26 companies. Its  originality
lies  in  the fact  that  it  contains a series of  blank tables that  it  is  en-
lightening to  compile.  Businesses are asked to carry out their  own revj.ew
and assess the development of  ments and women's salaries  in  each job cat-
egory, comparing the figures for,  say, 1974, L983 and 1.984.
Managers are very sensibly encouraged to  compare not only costs but also
the company's image, their  staff's  job motivation, internal  training  pro-
grammes, etc.  To maintain the  initial  momentum it  hopes to  impart, the
guide contains tables with empty columns for  goals ln  1985 and 1986. Vari-
ous examples are given of  ways of  involving staff  andfor their  representa-
tives in  the company.
Useful address: Der Bundesninister  frir  Jugend, Familie und Gesundheit,
Arbeitsstab Frauenpolitik, Postfach 20 04 90, 5300 Bonn 2
130 women local  authority  officials  met in  Ellwangen (Baden-Wurttemberg)
to  discuss the problems encountered by women who want to  take an active
part  in  focal politics.  Most women there had been elected on the independ-
ent lists  of the tradi.tional partles or on all-female lists.
The experience of women local authority officials  shows that their  election
is  often greeted with scepticism.  Unjustified  doubts are expressed as to
their  cornpetence. Women are not onJ-y under-represented  in  local  politics
but also unwelcome to  their  male colleagues.  Even in  the traditional  par-
ties,  women feel  they have to be like  t'the average manrt. As soon as a wom-
an shows that  she has a mind of  her own, difficulties  appear.  The very
slow progress towards a more enlightened  attitude  explains why wonen in-
vol-ved in  politics  express solidarity  across political  boundaries. It  has
already been decided that  the next meetlng of  women local  authority  offi-
cials will  take place in Stuttgart in  L986.
Useful address: Gisela Mayer, Marktplatz, 7090 Ellwangen
The l-aw on parental l-eave could come into  effect  1n 1,986, increasing the
period of  leave first  to  10 months and then to  12 months from 1988.  The
allowance would be DM.600 per month.  It  is  estimated that 300,000 parents
(men or women) would request parental leave each year and their  jobs would
be guaranteed until  the end of the leave period.  This would mean that  one-
year contracts could be given to  some 200,000 persons currently unemployed.
A wonan at the Ministry for  Famify Affairs:  in a letter  addressed to  Chan-
cellor  HeLmut Koh1, the President of  Deutscher Frauenrat (German women's
council )  Irmgard Blattel  has urged that  a  woman be appointed as Federal
Minister for  Youth, Family Affairs  and Health, should the post become vacant.
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"Frauenpress" (women's press) is  a firmly  established women's information
agency founded by three women journalists  in  December 1p82.  Their first
newsletter  was sent to  240 editorial  offices  and aroused a response from
180 of  them, a  surprising  figure.  Jutta  Brinkman, Cornelia Benninghoven
and Ingrid  Rieskamp work 60 hours a week. They received financial  assis-
tance from the European Commission  to set up the press.
Useful address: Frauenpress, Postfach 4025, 4400 Munster
GREECE
Only 12 women MPs (13 in  the previous term) were elected to run a 300-seat
Parfianent in  the last  general election.  Women were notj-ceably active in
the  election  campaign, but  women candidates were generally badly placed
on the lists  of  candidates.  A recent reform prevented voters from voting
for  a naned candidate, and this  influenced the order of  names on the lists
put  forward by the parties.  It  should also be pointed out that  the date
of  the election  was brought forward (it  was to  be in  October), and women
were taken by surprise and did not have time to lobby the political  parties
for  a fairer  deal for  women candidates.
Some woments organizations  unattached to any political  party such as Syndes-
mos gia ta  Dikeomata tis  Gynekas (league for  women's rights)  and Aftonomi
Kinisi  Gynekon (autonomous women's movement)  sounded a public cry of  alarm.
Of the  women elected,  B are members of
government) and 4 are in  opposition:  2
mocracy), 1 Communist and 1 non-attached.
the Socialist  Party (which is  1n
members of Nea Dimocratia (new de-
Useful addresses:  Syndesmos gia  ta  Dikeomata tis  Gynekas, Asskliplou
106 79 Athens; Aftonomi Kinisl  Gynekon, Methonis 66, 106 83 Athens
Zot
Rural women are to  benefit  from a special  childbirth  allowance as from
1 MrylgES:  The bonus, which is  in addition to an allowance for  the first
few months after  the birth  of  a child,  wilt  be 50,000 drachmas  (about 500
ECU) per child,  in  compliance with article  78 of  law 1541./85 proposed by
the Ministry of Health and Social Security.
The debate on the legalization  of  abortion continues in  Greece. The Pan-
hetlenic  medical associatj-on organized the first  public  discussion of  the
subject, during which every shade of  opinion was expressed. The carefully
phrased remarks made by all  the  speakers show how delicate  a subject it
is.  The debate itself  proved that  there was a general desire to go to the
heart of  the issue without engaging in  confrontation.  There was agreement
as to  the need to  inform people better  and to  develop family planning ser-
vices throughout the country.  Both the fervent anti-abortionists  and those
in  favour of  legalization  share the  same concern about population trends
in  Greece, where the birth  raLe is  declining steadily.
Sexual equallty  in  education is  the subject that  attracted more than 400
peopfe to  a  conference in  Thessalonica, organized by Symvoulio Isotitas
ton  Dio Filon  (councj.l for  sexua1 equality)  and attended by the Education
Minister.  The main conclusi-ons of the conference  were that:  it  is  a matter
of  urgency to inform teachers on sexual equality by arranging crash courses
at  regional or  even local  level;  it  is  imperative to  review school text-
books which are still  full  of  sexist  cliches;  and it  would be a good idea
to  review the concepts underlying children's  toys and children's radio and
television  programmes. It  is  also essential to encourage  discussion between
students of  opposite sexes to  help remove prejudice. Useful address:
Symvoulio Isotitas  ton Dio Fil-on, Mousseou 2, Plaka' 105 55 Athensp. 22 Women of Europe no 41 -  15 l{ay/ 15 JuIy 85
Thnee countrywomenrs  cooperatives have been singled out at  bhe Filoxenia
exhibiblon in  Thessalonica, held under the auspices of the Greek Tourist
Offiee. These bourisb cooperati-ves were set up by Synvoulio Isotitas  ton
Dio Filon (Equality Council ) with the help of regional and local authori-
ties.  The women were trained in craffs,  cooking fresh and simple but good
quality food, revi"talizing local  tradifion  and the art  of  hospitality
the essentials of  a tourist  indusfry -  by the Tourisf Office with the
support of  ELKEPA (Greek productivity  centre).  Several authorities
combined fo convert o1d buildings into accommodation  for holiday-makers.
The three cooperatives are aL Pebra (Island of  Lesbos), l4asbichohoria
(Chios) and Anbelakia (Thessaly).
Eqrrar opportnnities Ln education: there has been marked progress in
Ireland over the past few years. Very soon after  her appointment as
Education Minister in  December 1982, Gemrna Hussey could back up her
efforts with a comprehensive report entitted  ffsex Differences in  Subject
Provision and Student Choice in Inish Post-Primary Schoolstf.
Produced by  the  Economie and Social  Research Instibute  headed by
Professor Damian Hannan, the  report  describes the  scare, nature and
causes of sex differenees in the Inish school systen.
In March 1984, the Education Minlstry set up a working group on which all
administration dlvisions are represented. The group coordinates all  equal
opportunities  neasures planned or infroduced by the Ministry. It  has been
very meti-cul-ous: in  public examinations, for  exanple, examiners will  no
longer be able to identify a candidatets sex from the eode number at  the
top of the examination paper.
In  the same spirit,  fhe Minlstry has decided to  adopt most of the rules
set  out  by  the  Inbernational Reading Association with  a  view to
elininating  sex stereotyping in  school materials. Further thought has
been given to  teacher training to  ensure that the teachers of  tomorrow
display no form of  sexism in the classroon. Courses are suggested to help
the feachers of today achieve a better balanee between the sexes.
It  has been observed with pleasure that  58| and 76f" of  teachers taking
refresher courses in  physics and chemisfry respectively in  1984 were
women. A special effort  has been made by the Ministry to  encourage both
girls  and boys to  opt for  nathematics, physics and chemistry: between
1981 and 1984, bhere was a 51%, 527l and 251, increase respectively in  the
number of sixth-formens taking these subjects.
New teaeher pronotion proeedures have been int,roduced. Selection con-
nittees nust have at  least one representative of  each sex. Their atten-
tion  has been drawn to  the law on equal opportunities at  work and they
have been reminded that  candidates for  pronotion nay not be asked any
question,  nor  may any  infornation  be  sought,  which  might  be
discriminatory on the grounds of sex or narital  status.
usefur address: Minister for Education, oifig  An Aire oideachais
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'rlrish Wonen ,  Agenda for  Pnactical Action'r is  the title  of a 400-page
report recently launched by the Minister of State for Womenrs Affairs and
Fanily law Reform, Nuala Fennell. For over two years she has been working
with an interdepartmental working party to  produce this  comprehensive
review of the areas in which action is still  needed to achieve equality.
The main findings of the reporb are that:
-  all  funding bodies should review the conditions of entry to enterprise
schemes, with particulan regard to the difficulties  faced by womenl
-  the Industrial Development Agency should devote special attention to
the needs of  women in  industrial jobs and give special help to wonen
reburning to enPloYment;
-  there should be a  substantial increase in  the naternity grant to
encourage pregnant women to make better use of antenatal services;
-  there should be recognition, in  the forn of direct paynent, for  those
taking care of  aged relatives,  and noPe leeway should be given to
single parents to eann mony to supplenent their State allowances.
Useful address: Office of Womenrs Affairs, Departmenb of the Taoiseach,
Merrion Street, Dublin 2
Over half of Irelandrs unnarnied mothers are aged under 20, accordi.ng to
statistics  on the birth  rate for  the third  quarter of  1984.Qut of  a
total  of  161155 births in that period, 7.9% were to unmarried women.  The
Council for  the Status of  Wonen, whose new chairwonan is  Audrey Dickson
of Gingerbread, has called for special help for young unmarried mothers.
Useful addresses: Council for the Status of Women
64 Lower Mount Street, Dublin 2
Central Statistics Office, Earlsfort Terrace, Dublin 2
84.000 compensation  could be paid to a wolnan if  she is  Judged to  have
been the victim of  unjustified discrinination.  At least this  was the
award recommended by the Equality Officen in  one case. A wonan tempora-
nily  enployed in  a Dublin television  showroom to  diseourage lunchtime
robberles by young delinquents  hand not  been told  about a  permanent
vacancy, as her employer wanted to take on a nan. JObs, hOweverr can only
be neserved for a particular sex if  they are listed under the Acf as Jobs
for wtrich the enployeets sex is an occupational qualification.
Useful address: Department of Labour, Mespil Road, Dublin  4
An Irish  Customs Officer who was taken off mobile patrol duty because she
tras p""gra"t tras won a  sex discnimination -case agalnst ihe  Revenue
Conmissioners, even though the Equality Offlcer investigatng the case
accepted that she was trasnsferred because her immediate superiors Itere
genuinely concerned about the health risk to her unboarn child.
The Equality Officer concluded that a male employed by the Connissioners
would not have been transferred against his wishes, contrary to his own
doctorrs opinion. The treatment afforded to the woman conplai.nant because
of  an exclusively fenale condition constituted discrimination on grounds
of sex. It  was recornmended that she be paid the mobile officerrs allow-
ance of  5262.67 which she would have earned had she stayed on patrol
duty.
Divorce is  sbill  banned under the Irish Constibution. A 15-member parlla-
nentary connittee set up to look into marriage and the consequences of
its  breakdown has recomnended a referendum on the ban. The mabter will
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Equality fon men and women in  language, the media and education was the
bhreefold bhene of a seminar arranged by the
Connissione Nazionale per  Ia  reaLizzazzione della  pariti  fra  uono e
donna (national committee for  parity  between nen and women). With its
wealth of  literature  and theatre in  which man has always displayed
himself to  the best advantage I  call Italian  culture discard stereotypes?
Language and the media reflect  deeply ingrained tradition,  and change
will  inevitably be slow. Hopes are being pinned on education. A close,
hard look  at  school texbbooks and a  rethinking of  Lhe training  of
tomorrowrs teaehers are obvious steps on the long path bhat still  ties
ahead.
During the debate, speakers stressed whab seens to  be the nosb serious
danger: that women night fry  to ape male roles,  whereas by their  nature
they have very specific qualities bo draw upon and put to valuable use.
Useful  Conmissione Nazionale per la realizzazzione della pariti  fra
address  uomo e donna, Presidenza del Consiglio, PaLazzo Chigi, Rome
Essay subjects set  in  the ltalian  language paper for  the ftnaturiti'l
exami-nation (tne  equivalent of  A-levels)  often
neflecf issues of  topical concern in  Italian  society. The three thenes
tackled by boys and girls  thls  year were: 'rsociety is  torn by everyday
viol-encerr I  ttMetternich  I s  and Mazzini  I s  coneepts of  Europefr; and ltthe
image of wonen in Italian  literature  in the romantic ageft.
Women unionists in  the Confederazione  Generale Italiana  del Lavoro (the
largest federation of trade unions, essentially the Comnunist and Social-
ist  unions) have had a chanee to  meet al  a national seminar devoted to
women and new technology. How can working hours be adjusted to  give
people time bo lead their  own lives? Do working nethods perpetuate class
divisions? Have wonen a viewpoint of their  own on information technology?
Has new technology led bo new work-related illnesses and, if  so, what can
be done to prevent them? There is  no ready answer to questions as serious
as these, but at least women clearly want to invesbigafe them in depth.
Within CGIL, the central body FILCEA is  partieularly  alert  to  womenrs
pnoblems. Its  journal,  ftFormula 8Ott, for  instance, recently devoted a
whole issue 3/85)  to  women f s  status. When lronen are brought into  the
picture ib  still  causes great tension, even in  union circles.  But the
journal takes a clear, frank look at what is  going on today and does not
dismi-ss bhe idea that society is  being Ittranslated lnto the femininett, in
ofher words is  changing because of the specifie i-nfluence of women.
Useful addresses:  Coordinamento Femninile CGIL, Via Po 21, Rone
Formula 80, FILCEA-CGIL,  Via Bolzano 16, 00198 Rone
In  the May provincial and regional elections, wonen candidates standing
on the Communist party tlcket  scored particularly weII,  increasing their
number of  seats on regional councils from 40 to  48 and on provincial
councils from 88 to  108. Lalla  Trupia, member of  the Conmunist Party
steering comnittee with  special  responsibility  for  women rs  affairs,
points out that  wonen candidates today are of  higher calibre.  The cam-
paign that took as its  slogan frdonna vota donnatt (women vote for  women)
probably made its mark on wonen voters as wel_I.
Useful address: Donne e Politica, Via Botteghe Oscure 4, 00186, RoneWhors thaf man?
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He lives in  Rome, he produces and disfributes -  a1l on
his own -  a bulletin entitled frWonen & Menrt sub-titled
with fhe phrase in twelve languages. He has so many ideas (some disarming-
Iy sinple) tnat he was invited to Geneva for International  Wonen's Day. A
former international civil  servanf, Raymond Lloyd has a slmple ain:  to
encourage nen to share in the progress being nade by women.
In a field  wilh which he is very familiar -  governments  and international
organizations -  Raymond Lloyd puts hard-hitting  questions: over the past
three years, the  director of  UNICEF and the  High Commissioner  for
Refugees have been men and, what is more, they have been kept on in those
jobs after  the retirement age of  60, although there is  no lack of
competent  women and most of the people with which both institutions are
concerned are women. Why?
With adnirable regularity, Raymond Lloyd draws up a list  of women who are
undeniably be capable of  taking on high-Ieve1 jobs in  international
bodies, and also lists  positions about to faIl  vacant. It  is  a sort of
dafa bank for  womenrs benefit, created by a nan who deserves to be nore
widely knorm.
usefur address: wonen & Men, Raynond Lloyd, 10 Piazza Arbania, 00153 Rone
An infornal survey of great interest has been conducted by the Consiglio
Nazionale delle  Donne Italiane  (national Italian
woments council) af  the llne  of  the European elections last  year. Its
findings have now been nade public as a result of  analytical work by
Nicola Drlnnocenza. A vast najority of women (901) are in favour of revis-
ing the treafies that set up the European Connunity with the nain ai-ms of
lmproving the running of  its  lnstitutions and the political  integration
of Member States and giving none power to European Parliament.
It  seems that women are looking for a tfqualitative leaptr. They complain
of not being glven enough infornation on European infegration.
Useful address: CNDI, c/o Maria Sofia Lanza Spagnoletti
Segretaria Genera1e, Piazza dei Quiriti  3, 00192, Rome
Vivere assleme -  rrliving togetherrr -  is  the title  of a radio programne
produced by the  Centro Riabilitazione l,!astectomizzabe
(centre for the rehabilitation of wonen who have undergone mastectony) in
conjunction with the Lega ftaliana per la Lotta contro i  tunori (Ifalian
league for  the campaign against tumours) and the Associazione Ifaliana
per Ia Ricerca sul Cancro (Italian cancer research association).
Every Monday the  programne goes out on the regional station,  frRete
Europett (network Europe). Personal stories,  hints  and formal medical
advice: it  contains everything one needs to  know about a problem that
every woman may have to face up to some day.
Useful address: Centro Nazionale Riabilitazione ldasfectonizzabe
Via Udine 6, Trieste
Womenrs libenation archives.  Thousands of  documents are now held by the
Centro di  Studi Storici  sul  Movinento di
Liberazione  della Donna in Italia  (centre for historical research on the
woments liberation movement in  Italy).  Undoubtedly the largest of  its
kind, the Milan centre was the prime nover in a major inbernafional semi-
nar on wonenrs documentaiion cenLre organization  and archiving methods.
One recent project has been documentary research in  Lombardy enfitled
rrfron the feninist novenent fo widespread feninismrr. The Centre is  open
to the public, as it  is housed in the Felfrinelli  Foundation library.
Useful address: Centro di Studi Storici sul Movinento di Liberazi-one
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LUXEMBOURG
The Conseil National des Femmes Luxembourgeoises  (CNFL -  Luxembourg National
Women's Council) has just  celebrated its  tenth anniversary.  Founded with
the aim of  bringing together under a single umbrella all  the women's asso-
ciations  of  the Grand Duchy, whatever their  political  leanings or  occupa-
tions,  the Council can claim to  have achieved its  objective, as it  now in-
cludes ten associations:  5 affiliated  to political  parties and I  others.
Councif President Sanny Carmes can note with  satisfaction  that her organi-
zation represents "a very wide range of  women in  Luxembourg,  working to-
gether to advance women's interests".
The rights  and duties of  husbands and wives, protection of maternity, laws
on abortion and divorce:  the Councilrs field  of  action has been vast.
Not until  l-980 was the Council given the right  to  be represented  on the
Comitd du Travail Fdminin (Committee on wornenfs work) where, as a committee
member, it  could enter into  discussions  with government bodies.
A welcome present for  a joyful  anniversary:  the Minister for  Family Affairs
has agreed in  principle  to  grant funds for  setting up and running a hostel
for  battered women and chitdren.  The home will  be opened t'somewherett in
the south of the country and will  be run by the Council.  Useful address:
Conseil National des Femmes Luxembourgeoises,  BP 160, Luxembourg
When the wife drinks,  runs an o1d saying-, the roof  burns -ttune  femme qui
boit,-c'est  fe  toit  de la  maison qui brfile".  The problem of  women alco-
holics  has been discussed at  length by Laure Charpentier, author of  Toute
honte bue (a11 shame drunk), published by Editions leno6t in  1981, guest-
speaker of  the Mouvement luxembourgeois  pour Planning Familial  (Luxembourg
family planning  movement ).
One of  the main difficulties  in  treating  women alcoholics stems from the
fact  that  a huge majority are secret drinkers.  Friends and relati-ons  are
not real1y concerned and even when they are the bad habit  takes some time
to come to light.
Useful address:  Alcooliques Anonymes a  Luxembourg, BP 2642, Luxembourg
Efderly women have special social  problems, both because they are  women
and because they are elderly.  This fact  is  stressed by the "Eurolink-Age"
association, whose ambition is  to  organize solidarity  among the elderly
throughout the Community. There is  a marked tendency to forget that  women
who have now reached retiring  age began their  lives  under entirely  different
social  and cultural  conditions and have been only marginally involved in
all  the social  progress rnade over the past ten years.  Furthermore, the
image ofl elderl-y women conveys a set of derogatory connotations in  our so-
ciety and labels such as "old bag" and "poor old dear* are attached to them.
The meetlng organized by Eurolink-Age with the help of  the European Commis-
sion provided an opportunity to draw up a whole catalogue of advice, demands
and recommendations  aj.med at  both the  European and national  authorities
and elderly  women themselves.  Useful address:  Age Concern,
Bernard Sudley House, 60 Pitcairn  Road, Mitchum CR4 3LL
A petition  has been launched by Fraegrupp Amazonen (Amazon group) calling
for  contracepti"ves in  Luxembourg to  be funded out of  the health service,
as is  the case in  France, Italy,  the Netherlands and the United Kingdom,
to  mention only Member States of  the European Community.  Useful address:
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NETHERLANDS
Ten years of emancipation  policy in  the Netherlands (tien  jaar  Emancipatie-
beleid  in  Nederland) is  the title  of  a report  prepared by the Ministrrl
of  Employment  and Social Affairs  as a working document for  Dutch partici-
pation in  the  third  UN world conference  on women in  Nairobi.  It  covers
such matters as anti-discrimination  laws, policy on subsidy for  social eman-
cipation,  positive  action  to  improve woments status.  The report  surveys
progress in  the Netherlands:  the number of  women employed in  the public
sector and police  has increased.  ftnployment policy  is  being geared to  a
reorganization of  working hours and helping women to  combine outside jobs
with their  work in  the hone.  Opinion surveys reveal that wornen's situation
in  the Netherlands has altered in  a number of  areas.  Ten years ago, 80%
of  the population thought that  women were best suited to bringing up chil-
dren, but  only  55i6 still  hold this  vj.ew.  Another significant  example is
that  607" of  the Dutch population is  in  favour of  husband and wife sharing
household chores equally.  The proportion of  women wanting to work outside
the home is  now 41%. Yet, despite everything,  women do three-quarters of
the unpaid work but hold less than a quarter of  paid jobs.  Only 0.57" ot
women, as against J.J/" of  men, are in managerial posts.  Useful address:
Ministerie  van Sociale Zaken en Werkgelegenheid, Zeestraat 73, The Hague
Nederlandse Vrouwenraad (Dutch women's council)  is  also celebrating its
tenth anniversary.  The Council is  a pi11ar of  strength for  a large and
influential  women's movement. It  recently  organized the  "Projekt Neder-
land-Nairobi"  (Netherlands-Nairobi Project)  conference and has produced
a comprehensive  dossj.er on the subject "women". Useful address:
Nederlandse  Vrouwenraad, Laan van Meerdervoort 30, 2517 The Hague
Married women will  now have the right  to a pension under the AOI^I (Algemene
OuaEaEmswet: general law on pensions), as a result  of  the third  EEC di-
rective.  The pension, to  which they were not  previousJ-y entitled,  will
be back-dated to  1 January 1985.  At 65, the pension is  5O7" of the minimum
wage (at  present, 7B2.OB guilders gross per month).  For a pensioner,  man
or  woman, living  with a partner under 65, the amount may be up to  t,564,1-6
guilders,  depending on the partner's income (which is  used as the basis for
calculating the pension ).  This provision will  not,  however, be implemented
unril  1 April  1988.
Useful address: Ombudsvrouw, Postbus LB52O, 25OZ The Hague
Nemesis is  a publication devoted to  women and the law.  The magazine con-
tains  information, theoretical  and historical  articles,  interviews and lit-
erary reviews.  Each of  the six  issues a year looks at  legislation,  case
1aw and legal  aid.  Among the subjects covered in  recent issues are nar-
riage,  equal treatment, the  family,  feminist  law theory and Nemesis and
the swan. Useful address: Nemesis, Stichting Ars Aequi,
Postbus 1043, 6501 BA Nijmegen
The individual  insurance scheme coverlng the incapacity to  work discrimi-
nates against women. They pay higher premiums, receive less compensation,
have to  state  their  marital  status,  are not  covered in  pregnancy or  the
post-natal period or  for  the inability  to  work resulting  from pregnancy  or
post-nata1 cornplications:  these are the  findings of  a study carrled out
by the Vrouwenstudies (women's studies) section of  Amsterdam University's
Faculty of  Economics at  the request of  Emancipatieraad  (emancipation coun-
cit).  Of the 37 insurance companies questioned, 15 apply the "huisvrouwen-
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to work for a year and who therefore forfeit  their original occupational
status.
Useful address: Emancipatieraad, Lutherse Burgwal l-0, 251-2 The Hague
Home-help... and then?:  The booklet "Alphahe1pster... en dan?" focusses
on some 38,000 women in  the Netherlands who act as home-helps, mainly to
elderly people. The booklet is  for  the home-helps themselves and the in-
stitutions  and foundations with which they are registered.  It  has been
produced. jointly  by Leidse Wetenschapswinkel  (Leiden science shop), Sticht-
ting  Ombudsvrouw (arbitration body)  and Konite Waakzame Vrouwen in  de
Gezinszorg (family help committee) and outlines a1l the legal and tax as-
pects of being a home-help. ft  also publishes the true experiences of home-
helps whose jobs are currently under threat.  Useful address:
De lrletenschapswinkel, Rijksuniversiteit  te Leiden, KloksteeC 25, 2311 Leiden
A "women and work shop" has recently opened in  Rotterdam, called Vrouw-
en lrlerkwinkel. It  is  aimed at women wanting to create their  own businesses
and offers advice and help on specific problems.
Useful address: Vrouw- en Werkwj-nkel,  Mauritsweg 48, 301-2 JW Rotterdam
"Women, history  and sexuality" is  the theme chosen by Landelijk Overleg
Vrouwengeschiedenis (regional council- on women's history)  for  a one-day
seminar to be held in  October 1985. With this  in mind, the Council would
like to make contact with anybody interested in the subject.
Useful address: Landelijk Overleg Vrouwengeschiedenis,  Postbus 15002,
i-001 MA Amsterdam
"The world upside down" -  De omgekeerde  werel-d -  is  the title  of  a  study
by. the Ministry  of  Employment and Social Affairs  recently  presented to  the
lower house, the  Tweede Kamer, by  Ms Kappeyne  van de Coppello, Secretary
of  State for  emancipation.  It  is  a bibliography  of  Dutch and foreign  re-
ports  analysing sexual aggression against children  within  the family.  Very
little  is  known about the extent,  nature,  motives and side-effects  of  the
problem, and this  study will  be followed by other inquiries  into  the sub-
ject. Useful address: Ministeri-e van Sociale Zaken en
Werkgelegenheid, Postbus 20801, The Hague
The problem of Dielhylstilbestrol  (a drug given to pregnant women to  pre*
vent miscarriage ) is  sti1l  controversial.  The medical side-effects of DES
only became apparent years after  its  use.  Recent studi-es have shown that
the daughters of  women given DES run double the risk  of  suffering' cancer
of  the uterus and it  would also appear, 22 years later,  that the mothers
themselves are twice as susceptible to  breast cancer.  The lrlorld Health
Organization is warning of the danger arising in developing countries.
Useful address: Stlchting DES-Aktiegroep, Maliesingel 46, 35BL Utrecht
Het Halve Werk (half-work) is a coll-ective making children's clothes: cheap,
ready-to-sew and easy to make. The five  women in  the collective were the
first  to  take advantage of  regulations  making it  easier for  women to  set
up in business. Introduced by State Secretary Ms Kappeyne van de Coppello,
an interest-free loan of up to 50,000 guilders is available.
Useful address: Het Halve Werk, Karnemelksloot 135, GoudaWomen of Europe no [1 -  15 tlay/ 15 July 85 p. 29
trA wonanrs place is  in the worldff: the neat campaign slogan launched by
fhe Scottish Action Group gained the
obvious approval of  the 67 associations gathering in  Edinburgh in  Late
June for  a meeting arranged by the Equal Opportunities Comnission. The
neeting provided an opportunity to  examine Lhe way j-n which Community
directives on equality are being applied in Scottish society.
Useful address: Equal Opportunities  Conmission, Scottish Regional Office
249 West George Street,  Glasgow G2 4QE
The European Court of  Human Rights has found that British  1980 rules on
innigration are in  breach of  anticle
13 of  the European  Convention on Hunan Rights in that they discrininate
against women. The matter waa raised by three wives from l4alawi, the
Philippines and Egypt. A11 are legally resident in the UK, but this  does
not entitle  then to bring in their husbands. Under British rules, foreign
husbands with residency rights may be joined by their wives, but not vice
versa. The wives I  appeaL was upheld by the Strasbourg Court, whose
judgment will  now be studied by the Home Offj-ce. Revised legislation nay
benefit 3,000 husbands hoplng to joln their wives ln Brifain.
Under a social security reform outlined by Nornan Fowler, Secretary for
Social Services, men and women may be
entitled to the sane occupational and personal pensions at the sane age.
Life  assurance compani-es,  whose figures are  based on a  century of
actuarial experience, have treated men more favourably than women up to
now. l,!r Fowler i.nsists that unisex rates should be quoted in the future.
Useful address: Department of Health and Social Security
Alexander Fleming House, London SE1 6BY
270 seanstresses at  Ford factories at  Dagenhan and Halewood cane ouf on
strike for six weeks last year for the status of skilled
workers. An independent assessment upheld their  claim and they have now
received a pay rise  of  t7  and recognition of  their  skilled stafus.  A
happy end to a battle waged for the past 17 years!
Most pedestrlans are women. A survey, the first  of its  kind in  Bri-tain,
by the Greater London Councll has shown that
more than half of wonen walk all  the way to wherever they are going every
day. Research shows that at least once a week 88S of women go shopping,
53fi go on social and entertainrnent trips,  l+2% go to paid work and 701
escort children.  Women prefer to  travel  by bus $2%) rather than by
underground (18t) and British Rait (8f).  Even so, they point out that the
design of the traditional London bus is not ideal for a person struggling
on with a pram or shopping bags, despite help fron conductorg. Women are
worried about transport facilities  at night, and 786 prefer not to go out
on their own al all  after dark.
Dave Wetzel, who chalrs the GLC Transport Conmiftee, feels that  the
survey findings should have a impact on the planning of public transport
in  London and elsewhere, for it  reveals a large potential market and the
concerns of  users. IThe Conservative Governnent intends to  abolish the
inbermediate tier  of local government represented by the Greater London
Council and other city councils.l
Useful address: Greater London Council, Press Office
The County Hall, London SE1 7PBp. 30
Cify Centre is  an invaluable solution
London. Ib  is  a resource
library,  advice and a place fo read or
idea was so good that in l'lay the office
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bo fhe needs of  office  workers in
centre providing meeting rooms, a
have a bite of lunch in peace. The
had to nove to larger prenises.
Irene Hanilton and four obher staff  members provide an information and
advice service to individual callers.  The Centre is  starting research on
the enploynent conditions of  secretaries in  Central London and on healbh
hazards for  people working at a conputer screen. It  will  also be looking
at  recruitnent pracbices in  Ciby firms wifh a view to  encouraging black
people and ethnic minorities to take jobs fhere. In the sane ltay, it  will
be launching a research project on tenporary workers in the summer.
The City Centre is  being funded by the Greater London Council until  June
1 986.
Useful address: Cify Centre, 32/35 Featherstone Street' (2nd floor)
London  EC 1
14 HuII women fish  packers have won an equal clain  before an industrial
tribunal.  Conparing their  work bo thaf of  a
nale labourer in  the sane firn,  they proved they wene doing ffwork of
equal valuert and now receive an extra 85.82 in their weekly pay packets.
Led by Debra Wells, bhe fish  packers were backed by the Equa1 Opportuni-
ties  Connission and Transport & General Workers Union official  Peter
AIIen, well  known for  his  active support for  women fighting  for  better
wages. The sbruggle has been helped by bhe amended legislation on equal
pay for  ltwoik of  equal valuetr rather than trequal workrf. He expects bhab
the victory won by Debra Wells and her colleagues will  inprove the pay of
200-300 women in the HulI area alone.
Useful address: Equal Opportunities  Commission, Overseas House,
Quay Street,  l.,tanchesLer  M3 3HN
Steve Shirley is  a dynanic enployer of  1,000 people working fron  home,
nost of  then wonen and half  of  them with small children.
With a turnover of over 87 million,  her firn,  F. International, is  one of
the  largest  independenb  computlng consultancy and software conpanies.
Almost all  her employees are highly trained women, and all  are well paid.
They musf work a mininun of  20 hours a week, but their  conputing can be
done at  times thaf fit  in  with their  home responsibilities.  Teams work
togebher on  proJects under a  project  manager; conmunication is  by
telephone rather than office neetings.
Useful address: Steve Shirley, F. International, Berkhanstead,  Bucks.
Smoke gets in your eyes: the nostalgic refrain is  used as the tible  of a
report  commissioned by  the  British  Medical
Associafion from Dr.  Bobby Jacobson and Dr.  Amanda Anos on vtomenfs
nagazines and their policies on tobacco advertising.
Ouf of  53 magazines, only one fhird  refuses tobacco advertising. The
remaining two thirds  are in  breach of  the tobaceo industry fs  voluntary
agreement with  fhe Government, which aims to  prevent the  exposure of
young people bo a  glanourized image of  cigarette smoking. The report
claims that  at  least a nillion  non-smokers  in  the  15-24 age group are
being exposed to  rrhard sellfr  tobacco advertising.  The Tobacco Advisory
Council,  however, claims that  no  adverbisements have appeared in
publications  where the majority -  or even a 20| minority -  of readers are
known !o be under 18.
Useful address: BMA, Tavistock House, London  WC1Women of Europe n" 4l - 15 Mayll5 July 85 p. 3l
RESEARCH ME E T I N G S AND BOOKS
English lessons designed for women are being offered by the Canterbury English
Studies Association. An original feature is that the course is given by women
for women, taking everyday language as its material. Videos and tape record-
ings are used and the focus is on themes such as women in the cinema, in
history and at work. The course is tailored to women's purses: L90 a week, to
include accommodation with a family.
Useful address: C.E.S., 2l Monastery Street, Canterbury, Kent, England
Vhat do Portuguese women think? If  you are interested, you should read the
Boletim of the Comiss5o da CondieSo Feminina (the equal opportunities com-
mittee bulletin). Issue 314-84, for example, is on women's image in advertising.
With facts, figures and amusing illustrations,  the bulletin takes an indepth look
at the issues and introduces us to those who are about to be our partners.
Useful address: ComissSo da Condie5o  Feminina
Av. da Repr)blica  32 - 2 Esq. 1000 Lisbon
ASTREA is the title of a new series launched by publishers Aldo Martello-
Giunti, whose general editor is Roberta Mazzanti. Autobiographies, essays and
f iction -  no type of writing is ruled out. The editor would like to contact
translators in other countries for the books she is to publish and people who
have interesting books for publication in ltaly.
Useful address: ASTREA, Roberta Mazzanti, Giunti Martello Edizioni
Via Scipione Ammirato 37, nB6  Florence
Syndesmos gia ta Dikeomata tis Gynekas - the Greek league for women's rights
- is offering a 1001000 drachma grant (about 11000 ECUs) towards research on
the effects of the women's movement  on political life. In the same spirit' a
prize of 301000 drachma will be awarded to the best university thesis on 'rTV
programmes and female stereotypes".  Another prize already exists, and it  is a
good idea: the P. Paleologue award for the journalist (man or woman) whose
articles or radio or TV programmes most effectively and accurately present the
question of equality for men and women.
Useful address: Syndesmos  gia ta Dikeomata tis Gynekas
Asklipiou 26, 10679 A$gqs
Vomen in Management Reyiew is a new quarterly whose aim is to help women
managers in their everyday life and gain recognition for women's managerial
talenis. Published by Anbar Management  Publications in association with the
Equal Opportunities Commission. Annual subscriptionz L25 or (outside UK) t40.
Useful address: Women in Management  Review, PO Box 23, Wembley HA9 BDJ
La Cit€ Europdenne by Prof. Henri Brugmans is the first of a series of the
same title, to be published by Presses Universitaires Europdennes. Co-founder
and first president of the Union Europ6enne des F6ddralistes,  Brugmans offers
no solutions but launches a debate with courage and clarity. He shows that
today's great controversial issues now have a "European  dimension": if they are
not tackled on a European scale they will never be solved. In the end, he
argues, a genuine "European power" must be created. 180 pages, l0 ECUs.
Useful address: Presses Universitaires  Europdennes
Postbus 1190. 6202 BD Maastricht
Vomen in the home: a generous bibliography  has been produced on the subject
for  centrum voor Bevolkings en Gesinsstudi€n (centre for  population and
family research).
Useful address: C.B.G5.. Dienst Publicaties
Nijverheidstraat  35-37, 1040
(Mevr. J. Degraef)
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